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1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Directions Planning Consultancy Ltd has been instructed to act on behalf of a number of clients
concerning their land and property interests in regard to the City of York Local Plan. As such,
we have made representations at the various Local Plan consultation stages since the start of
the current process in 2012.

1.2

Our representations to the Regulation 19 consultation in February 2018 and subsequent
consultations provide us with the opportunity to take part in the Examination into the Local Plan.

1.3

This Statement now responds directly to various Matters to which our previous comments relate
in advance of the Hearings. Not all of the Matters and questions have been addressed which
our representations previously addressed. Instead, we have attempted to provide concise
responses to only those questions where we wish to bring particular points of note to the
attention of the Inspectors to supplement our previous representations to the Regulation 19
consultation and subsequent Proposed Modifications consultation.

MATTER 2
THE OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED HOUSING NEED (THE ‘OAHN’)
Question 2.2
In the Housing Needs Update (2020) what methodological approach has been used to establish
the OAHN and does it follow the advice set out in the Planning Policy Guidance (under the
heading ‘Methodology: assessing housing need’)? In particular:
a) Has the 2018-based household projection provided the starting point estimate of overall
housing need? In this specific regard, has the Council’s approach to identifying the OAHN been
consistent with national guidance? If not, what is the justification for that?
We note within the Planning Practice Guidance the following at Paragraph: 015 Reference ID: 2a-01520190220 “Any method which relies on using household projections more recently published than the
2014-based household projections will not be considered to be following the standard method as set
out in paragraph 60 of the National Planning Policy Framework. As explained above, it is not
considered that these projections provide an appropriate basis for use in the standard method.”
With this in mind, we would like to highlight how the Housing Needs Update (2020) clearly states under
paragraph 2.10 how “According to the PPG (Reference ID: 2a-015-20140306), the demographic
starting-point are the latest household projections. These are the 2018-based household projections
published in June 2020.”
With respect to which version of the PPG should be referenced as the starting point for determining
housing need, paragraph 61 of the NPPF (2012) states that “To determine the minimum number of
homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need assessment, conducted
using the standard method in national planning guidance.” Paragraph 220 of the NPPF then makes
clear how it is only the policies in the original NPPF that are to apply for the purpose of examining
plans. As such, the Housing Needs Updated should have referred to the latest version of the PPG and
based the assessment of housing need on the 2014-based household projects in order to comply with
the requirements of the Guidance, especially as the latest Housing Needs Update was expected to
provide an update to previous assessments, which would be expected to include an update of the
methodology to reflect changes in guidance.
Instead, it appears the Housing Need Assessment refers to a previous version of the Planning Practice
Guidance from March 2014 and the consultation version of the standard method rather than the version
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published within the latest version of the Guidance from 2019. The conclusions to the report then
summarise how the Housing Needs Update has tested whether the previous housing target of 790 dpa
is still robust, but only in the context of the 2018-based household projections and previous housing
need assessment provided as evidence in support of the Plan.
The Housing Needs Update is therefore unsound evidence on which to base any assessment of
housing need because it has not been prepared in accordance with the standard method set out in the
latest version of the Planning Practice Guidance. Furthermore, the standard method has only been
used as a reference to determine whether the recommended 790 dpa is still an appropriate target and
has ignored how the standard method is expected to provide a minimum housing need figure.
Consequently, it means the housing need figure is unsound because it does not accord with the
requirements of the Framework under paragraph 61 or the latest version of the PPG.
In order for the Housing Needs Update to accord with the requirements of the NPPF and PPG then the
assessment needs to be undertaken again to take into account the latest version of the standard
method. The Plan is otherwise unsound.
b) What bearing, if any, does the ‘standard method’ have on this Plan’s OAHN or on any other
aspect of the Plan’s approach to housing?
The starting point for determining housing need is expected to be the standard method, rather than
household projections, migration rates or economic growth strategies. The PPG makes clear under
Paragraph: 010 Reference ID: 2a-010-20201216 how “The government is committed to ensuring that
more homes are built and supports ambitious authorities who want to plan for growth. The standard
method for assessing local housing need provides a minimum starting point in determining the number
of homes needed in an area.”
The Housing Needs Update does include an assessment of need based on the standard method, but
a previous version that has now been replaced so the assessment is, again, not compliant with the
PPG. For the purposes of calculating the standard method within the Housing Needs Update, the
Council has relied on the 2018-based projections rather than the 2014-based projections in accordance
with the Guidance.
The impact of using the wrong projections as the starting point is apparent under paragraph 4.17 of
the Housing Needs Update, where it is stated that “The starting point is therefore 450 dwelling per
annum. This is almost half the rate of the 2014-based projections.” So, the assessment of housing
need based on the standard method therefore begins with less than half the level of projected annual
growth that would have otherwise formed the basis of the standard method if it were undertaken in
accordance with the Guidance.
Basing the assessment on out-of-date guidance and the wrong set of projections means the Council
is advocating a housing need requirement that falls far short of the starting point for determining the
housing land supply. As such, the Local Plan sets out a housing requirement that will not satisfy
housing need in accordance with the NPPF, as insufficient land has been allocated.
It should also be noted that the Council has not identified any exceptional circumstances to deviate
from the standard method in accordance with the requirement set out under paragraph 61 to justify the
approach being taken within the Housing Needs Update.
Paragraph 60 of the NPPF states that it is important that a sufficient amount of variety of land can come
forward where it is needed. Paragraph 66 sets out how “Strategic policy-making authorities should
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establish a housing requirement figure for their whole area, which shows the extent to which their
identified housing need (and any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over
the plan period.” We do not believe the Plan satisfies this policy requirement and so the Plan is
unsound. The discrepancy between the level of housing need resulting from the standard method is
much greater than that being proposed within the current Local Plan. In turn this means that the Plan
does not show the extent to which housing need can be met over the Plan period.
For the Plan to be found sound, we believe the housing need calculation will need to be repeated and
then the Plan needs to identify more land to deliver the requirement. In turn, other policies in the Plan
will need to be updated to take account of the overall impact of uplifting the level of housing
development above the current level.
It is worth noting that one of the earliest stages of the Plan identified a housing target of 1090 dpa. The
Council published a version of the Plan for consultation that identified sufficient sites to deliver this rate
of development of the Plan period. Consequently, the Council has already undertaken a Sustainability
Appraisal and all the necessary work to allow for the Plan to be updated to accommodate the OAHN
based on the correct methodology of the standard method, subject to further consultation. We therefore
believe that, subject to further consultation, the Plan is not currently sound.
c) Have market signals been taken into account and, if so, what effect have they had on
calculating the OAHN?
Paragraph 5.7 of the Housing Needs Update states “We have not updated market signals for the City.”
Market signals have therefore not been taken into account within the latest target of 790dpa. We
believe the information on which market signals has informed the target are also more than five years
old. Paragraph 33 of the NPPF makes clear how policies within local plans should be updated every
five years. This requirement should also apply to all plans, irrespective of whether they are adopted or
in draft form.
With reference to the standard method, the Housing Needs Update suggests that an uplift of 26%
needs to be taken into consideration to account for market signals.
As we have mentioned, the calculation for housing need has not been undertaken in accordance with
the requirements of the NPPF, which sets out how the standard method should be used. It therefore
appears that the requirement of 790 dpa falls short of addressing housing need given how constrained
the figure is compared to the housing need resulting from the standard method. Consequently, the
Plan is considered unsound and will remain so until the housing need is re-assessed.
With these points in mind, the OAHN should be reviewed so the OAHN is complete and up to date,
and also so it complies with the NPPG. Only once the OAHN has been reviewed will the housing
requirement have any chance of being considered sound.
e) Does the economic-led OAHN assessment now still reflect an appropriate OAHN to be
addressed and delivered through the Plan during the Plan period?
We believe that to accord with national policy and guidance then the latest version of the standard
method needs to be used as the basis of the housing need assessment. This is further justified by how
local authorities should always aim to significantly boost the supply of homes by planning for the
delivery of housing need.
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The economic-led OAHN requires the base population growth and household formation figures to be
bolstered, whilst the standard method certainly suggests the Council needs to be more robust in
ensuring the Plan caters for sufficient growth to meet housing need.
At the moment, the assessment is not policy compliant to be considered sound, and so the
methodology needs to be reviewed before the assessment is undertaken again to allow for the Plan to
be found sound.
f) Overall, has the OAHN figure been arrived at on the basis of a robust methodology and is it
justified?
Quite simply, ‘no’. The methodology is highly flawed because it does not comply with planning policy
or guidance. Also, the Council has not justified why there are exceptional circumstances to plan for far
less than the standard method.
On this basis the Plan is currently considered to be unsound. The methodology needs to be reviewed
before the assessment is undertaken again to allow for the Plan to be found sound.
The housing requirement
2.6 Overall, is the housing requirement figure now proposed underpinned by robust evidence
and adequately justified?
We understand that following the 2021 Census, the Office for National Statistics plan to start releasing
data this summer. We therefore ask, as the Examination is likely to be on-going when the data starts
to be released, that the outputs are reviewed to allow the estimates produced to date to be sense
checked.
The 2018-based household projections provide a starting point of 305 dpa and the standard
methodology suggests 1026 dpa, which is a huge range that is then influenced by in-migration,
economic growth and adjustments advocated by a methodology prepared by civil servants rather than
driven by the needs of the district.
We are also ten years on from the 2011 Census on which the projections and estimates are based,
which also introduces the opportunity for the annual target to be far from accurate or helpful in
supporting the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the housing supply.
Given the shortcomings of the assessment to date, and how it has not been prepared in compliance
with national guidance or policy then the housing requirement cannot be considered sound. For the
Plan to be found sound, the methodology needs to be reviewed to conform with the guidance in the
NPPG to provide a starting point for determining the housing requirement.
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MATTER 3
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The plan requirement for economic development
3.1 Policy SS1, as currently worded in the Plan, says that sufficient land will be provided to
accommodate around 650 new jobs per year.
a) In effect, is 650 new jobs per year the Plan’s requirement or target for economic growth?
Having read the evidence prepared in support of the Plan, it appears the 650 new jobs per year is
neither a requirement nor target. Instead, the figure represents a forecast / projection of the average
number of jobs expected to emerge each year over the Plan period.
This is evident from section 2.9 of Council’s Economic and Retail Growth Analysis and Visioning Work
Main Report (June 2013), in which there is a table that sets out “Forecast Employment and GVA
Change” for 2012 to 2020 and also 2030. Additionally, the ‘York Economic Outlook’ review prepared
by Oxford Economics in 2019 also provides a comparison of forecasted job growth between 2015 and
2019. Furthermore, the various iterations of the Employment Land Review (July 2016 and September
2017) refer to how the level of job growth is based on projections, which in turn informs the amount of
land to be allocated. Under paragraph 2.14 of the Employment Land Review (September 2017) it is
stated “2.14 Therefore, in conclusion, the original job projections that are used to determine land supply
remain those in the original ELR (2016) as shown below at Table 2.”
It is worth noting how the 2019 forecast prepared by Oxford Economics states under Appendix A that
the assessment should not be used to set employment targets, as such targets need to take into
account local opportunities, constraints and community aspirations. Clearly, the 650 jobs per annum is
neither a requirement or target, but simply a forecast of potential job growth. Additionally, the purpose
of the Employment Land Review was to identify the amount of land to be allocated during the Plan
period rather than to determine a target or requirement for job growth.
A review of the various housing needs assessments also reveals how 650 jobs per annum is simply a
forecast / projection of job growth over the Plan period rather than a requirement or target. For example,
paragraph 5.7 of the Housing Needs Update (GL Hearn, January 2019) states “We have calculated
the housing need required to meet an economic growth of 650 jobs per annum (based on the ELR
Update and Draft Local Plan).”
b) How has the 650 figure been arrived at and is the evidence underpinning it both robust and
consistent with national policy and guidance?
We wish to mention how the Council commissioned Oxford Economics to prepare a ‘York Economic
Outlook’ review in 2019 (EX-CYC-29), which sets out an update of previous economic forecasts. The
document presents simply an explanation of how the 2019 forecast differs from the 2015 forecast taking
into consideration the 2018-mid population forecast and changes in various economic indicators.
Under section 6, it states how “To compare the employment results with the shorter forecast period
used in the 2015 output, we can first look at the years 2019-2031. The reprofiled growth scenario
results show an increase of 660 jobs on average per year over this period, compared to 610 in the
baseline forecasts.”
In suggesting that the job growth rate is now expected to be higher than previously forecast, the report
makes clear how circumstances have changed since the original forecast was undertaken. The change
in circumstances relates to changes in population growth, migration and also economic conditions,
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which are all suggested to be more confident and positive than the previous forecast. Consequently,
the previous forecast of 650 jobs (based on a baseline forecast of 610 jobs per annum in 2015)
represents a conservative picture of the potential for growth within the district over the Plan period. The
conservative nature of the forecast job growth becomes even more evident within the context of the
Council’s Economic and Retail Growth Analysis and Visioning Work Main Report (June 2013) where
the table on page 22 suggests there might be 654 full time equivalent jobs to 2030 per annum, which
is higher than the 650 per annum quoted within policy SS1.
Paragraph 19 of the NPPF makes clear how the planning system should do everything it can to support
sustainable economic growth. Planning should operate to encourage and not act as an impediment to
sustainable growth. Therefore, significant weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth through the planning system. To this end, paragraph 82 then goes on to explain how local
planning authorities should plan proactively to meet the development needs of business and support
an economy fit for the 21st century.
As it currently stands, we do not believe that the Plan conforms with the requirements of the NPPF
given policy SS1 quotes a conservative level of forecasted job growth and as the amount of land is
insufficient to respond to demand.
The most significant reason for suggesting that the Plan does not allow for sufficient growth is because
the evidence base has been prepared on the basis of a forecast / projection of previous trends in job
growth and the take up of employment land. We have previously made the case, as have others, of
the fact that the greatest constraint of previous levels of economic growth and activity has been the
shortage of land. The developed extent of the City provides very little opportunity for new development
or redevelopment, whilst the application of Green Belt policy means there has been little opportunity to
expand beyond the limits of the urban area.
In recent years, the largest development of new employment opportunities has involved sites on
existing business parks within the Green Belt where a successful case has been made for very special
circumstances in accordance with paragraph 148 of the NPPF. Beyond such schemes, including at
Northminster and Elvington Business Park, there have been very few new sites coming forward to
accommodate demand from businesses to locate within York.
At the same time, vacancy rates are extremely low and where vacancies occur the units do not stay
available for long. Also, there are very few opportunities for businesses to purchase land, as most
availability is for buildings to let. This is mentioned in the Council’s Employment Land Review.
Furthermore, there has been a loss of existing employment uses, particularly offices, to other uses as
a result of permitted development rights.
Given the absolute constraints on supply that have existed for decades then attempting to project
forward historic trends paints a very misleading picture of potential demand. If economic growth is to
be supported, in accordance with national planning policy, then market signals need to be given more
weight.
Whilst some of these considerations have been taken into account, their significance and potential to
act as constraints have been ignored. Consequently, we believe that the supply of land and opportunity
for job growth is much greater than is suggested by historic trends.
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3.2 Table 4.1 of the submitted Plan (page 77), sets out employment land and floorspace
requirements by use class for the Plan period (2017-2033) and also in the post Plan period 20332038. Is this assessment still the most up-to-date? If not, what is the most up-to-date position
and how should this be rectified in the Plan?
The Council’s evidence suggests the table presents the most up-to-date assessment. The assessment
does, however, date from 2016. This means the assessment is more than five years old. Paragraph
33 of the NPPF makes clear how policies within local plans should be updated every five years. This
requirement should apply to all plans, irrespective of whether they are adopted or in draft form. We
therefore urge for the Council to be asked to update Table 4.1 based on an up-to-date assessment.
Updating the assessment would also allow for the table to be updated to refer to the latest version of
the Use Class Order.
3.4 If Table 4.1 in the submitted Plan is not up-to-date, how much land or floorspace is needed
for each of the employment sectors expected to deliver jobs growth?
Another reason to update the assessment to inform a revised version of Table 4.1 is that the
Environment Act will result in a greater amount of land to deliver the same amount of floorspace. This
is because delivering a minimum of 10% ‘net biodiversity gain’ as part of any development proposal
usually results in the need for compensatory planting that requires land. We are finding that proposals
concerning the development of greenfield land for employment uses more often than not now require
a large land take to deliver the same amount of development when compensation associated with net
biodiversity gain needs to be delivered, or else, less development can be delivered to allow for the
amount of land required for habitat creation.
We are also finding that in respect of drainage, the amount of land required to service the erection of
new buildings is increasing. This is because the drainage hierarchy requires SuDs to be considered
first. In turn, the introduction of ponds or drainage channels requires land that would not otherwise be
required if tanks underground could be considered in preference to the creation of ponds.
However, under policy EC1 there is no reference to the amount of land required to deliver the amount
of floorspace quoted. This is despite the proposal map showing clearly defined areas. We are therefore
struggling to reconcile whether the amount of floorspace quoted in respect of each allocation can be
delivered within the extent of the allocations shown on the proposal map. Given that some of the sites
are surrounded by green belt then the site area is constrained.
The need to quote site areas alongside floorspace is important because, on allocation ST19, over 5ha
of land has already been developed with respect to over 8000 sq m of predominantly B8 floorspace.
Whilst at ST26, 0.4ha has delivered 3066 sqm of predominantly B2 floorspace.
Delivery of B2 floorspace on ST26 also raises an issue with Table 4.1 because the figures quoted do
not suggest there is any employment land requirement for B2 Uses. This is also despite the allocations
specifically mentioning the suitability of the sites for B2 Uses. Clearly, there is a requirement for B2
floorspace otherwise Directions Planning Consultancy would not have been able to demonstrate very
special circumstances in accordance with paragraph 148 of the NPPF for development for a B2 use
under application 18/02839/FULM of the land at ST26, which is currently considered to be within the
general extent of the green belt.
We would also suggest there is a requirement for B2 Uses because of the increasing costs of importing
goods as a direct result of leaving the EU. Manufacturing of goods must return to the UK, which in part
can be facilitated by allocating land. However, without an update of the evidence base it will not be
possible to assess how much land is required.
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3.7 Is it likely that the departure of the UK from the EU and/or the Covid-19 pandemic could have
an impact on jobs growth during the Plan period? If so, is it possible for the Plan to properly
gauge those impacts with any degree of certainty? How should the Plan respond to these
issues, if at all?
Along with this submission, we have provided a copy of an Alternative Site Assessment (Appendix 1)
prepared by Gent Visick that was submitted alongside application 21/00796/FULM. The application
was for a new distribution centre for DPD Ltd. at Northminster Business Park to replace their existing
facility at Clifton Moor. It is worth noting how one of the drivers for finding new premises is because of
the impact of Covid-19, as the last two years has seen a surge of internet sales and an increasing
demand for home deliveries that requires larger distribution centres.
Such demand is expected to continue now that people have become used to ordering more goods on
line, especially in relation to food and clothes. It is notable how many clothes retailers have moved
online or have increased their online presence. For example, Gap no longer have any high street stores
and are now solely online, while shops that previously went into liquidation, such as Topshop, are now
re-emerging as online stores but with no high street presence. This trend towards online sales, that
relies upon delivery services, appears to be continuing to grow, which is evident from the closure of
many high street outlets and the obvious decline of town centres. The Press have reported that 50
shops are closing each day, where 83% of department stores have closed over the last five years. In
contrast, online sales rose by over 50% over 2020.
It is important that the Plan includes allocations of sufficient scale to accommodate new distribution
centres in order to provide the opportunity for companies to locate to York as part of creating a network
of sites to add the efficient distribution of goods. Currently, there are only three strategic sites allocated
for B8 uses, but only two of the sites (ST19 and ST26) are available and suitable for B8 uses. However,
planning permission has already been secured in the last few years for development on both sites so
the full extent of the allocations is no longer required. Also, the sites are allocated for other employment
uses besides simply B8. This raises the question as to whether there is sufficient land still available to
meet development needs within the Plan period. This is particularly in light of structural changes within
the economy as a direct result of recent world events, which more latterly now includes the Ukraine
conflict that is driving the need to move away from the use of fossil fuels at a faster pace than
previously.
We therefore believe more land needs to be allocated to allow for flexibility, as a direct result of recent
and emerging economic changes and conditions within different markets. If the Plan is to conform with
the requirements of paragraph 18, 19 and 20, particularly in relation to allowing for flexibility then more
land now needs to be allocated.
The supply of land for economic development
3.8 Policy EC1 of the submitted Plan sets out the amount of employment floorspace that is to
be provided on each identified site allocation during the Plan period. These are set out within
the policy both on strategic and non-strategic sites. Are the floorspace figures in Policy EC1
for these sites still correct and justified?
We need to bring to the attention of the Inspectors how planning permissions have been granted over
the last few years for development of land allocated within the Plan.
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For example, with respect to allocation ST19, permission is extant in respect of the development of
7222 sq m of floorspace. With reference to allocation ST26, 3066 sqm of floorspace has been granted
permission.
This means that these allocations can no longer deliver the amount of floorspace quoted in policy EC1
because it is no longer available. The Plan therefore needs to be updated to make sure sufficient land
is still available to meet the identified requirements.
Please note that the density of development granted permission so far is much lower than envisaged
by the Plan. This is in respect of the amount of land that has been identified on the Plan compared with
the amount of floorspace quoted under policy EC1. The reason for this is that the buildings need to be
served by sufficient parking and drainage to serve the development, plus the developments have
required substantial landscape buffers. Site ST19 has therefore been reduced by approximately 6ha
whilst only delivering 7222 sqm of floorspace. If the level of development at ST19 is to be realised then
more land will be required, especially with the impending introduction of needing to deliver net
biodiversity gain, which will also require land for compensatory planting. So far, accommodating net
biodiversity gain has not featured in the Plan, but will become a requirement once the Environment Bill
has been enacted.
3.9 Is the amount of employment floorspace provision and its proposed distribution consistent
with the evidence base?
With respect to offices, clearly the loss of office space from within the town centre can be evidenced
through the high vacancy rate, low rent values and loss of space to residential use. However, these
same trends are not evident in respect of research, manufacturing and distribution uses on the out-oftown business parks where values have held firm and vacancy rates are low. The disparity in trends
between employment space within the urban extent of York and other employment uses on out-ofcentre business parks raises the question as to whether the amount of floorspace allocated across
employment uses and to different locations is correct.
My clients include the landowners of ST19: Northminster Business Park and ST26: Elvington Airfield
Business Park. Directions Planning has represented the interests of both clients for the last ten years,
which includes advising on both land promotion and planning applications. Both clients have been
extremely frustrated by the constraints placed on the well-established business parks by local plan
policies, particularly in relation to green belt policy, which has meant potential occupants have
consistently been turned away. What is notable is that where planning applications have been
submitted, and been granted permission, the proposed occupant has been an existing York business
that cannot find an alternative site within the district that is large enough to meet their needs outside of
the green belt. At the same time, there has been no large-scale inward investment from companies
currently located outside of the district. This is despite regular enquiries from companies wanting to
move into York due to business requirements, who have instead located to neighbouring authorities
where the same green belt policy constraint does not apply.
What this means is that the Council has based the Plan strategy on various policy options and
projections, rather than having the opportunity to understand from which direction demand arises or
how best demand might be addressed. For the Plan to be solely based on patterns of development
that have historically been influenced by planning policies intended to apply constraint on development
means there is little real evidence on which to determine whether the amount of floorspace provision
is realistic other than by turning to market trends to provide explanation. All that can be evidenced is
how the business parks have very little vacancy and that there is no land for sale as indicators that
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there is insufficient supply to meet demand, whilst there is more churn and a loss of floorspace to
redevelopment within the urban extent of York.
We understand why the Plan would seek to redevelop York Central and include new office space within
the allocation, but we do question the requirement for floorspace identified within the evidence base in
light of market trends that suggest a downturn in demand. At the same time, we do not understand why
other employment sectors should continue to be constrained for the sole purpose of upholding green
belt policy when market demand suggests more floorspace is required than the level of forecasted
growth or that might be accommodated within the allocations.
It is worth noting that at earlier stages of the Local Plan process, the Council determined land should
be safeguarded adjacent to the business parks at Elvington and Northminster because of the level of
growth being proposed and how the green belt assessments had found it unnecessary to keep the land
permanently open to uphold the purpose of green belt policy. Furthermore, earlier iterations of the Plan
also allocated more land for development at both locations.
We believe the evidence clearly shows how too much emphasis has been placed on historic market
trends rather than market signals, and that the Council has under-estimated the importance of the outof-centre business parks on the economy of the district. In order for the Plan to be found sound, we
believe more floorspace needs to be allocated to allow for larger occupants and inward investment at
ST19 and ST26 to address market demand.
3.10 In line with Policy SS1, has sufficient land been identified to meet employment needs of
the City of York over the Plan period?
We do not believe sufficient land has been identified within the Plan period to meet employment needs.
There has been a long-standing issue in York with the supply of land, or rather the total lack of supply.
All existing employment sites within development limits are full and over the last few years Directions
Planning Consultancy has secured planning permission for more than 10,000 sq m of new employment
floorspace within the general extent of the green belt. This is on the basis that we have successfully
presented a case for very special circumstances because of obvious business need and lack of
alternative supply.
The land agents we speak with on a regular basis make clear how they have a long list of potential
businesses wishing to locate to York who are prevented from doing so by the lack of available sites.
Green belt policy and the delays in the adoption of the Local Plan have, therefore, had a direct impact
on the level of employment growth by constricting supply.
The lack of supply is then carried into the projections for future growth due to the way in which historic
trends are generally taken into consideration. However, attempting to suggest historic trends is any
measure of future growth is flawed by the fact that the past take up of land has been constrained by
the lack of available sites. It is not that business do not want to come to York, but that they cannot.
Projections and forecasts therefore need to adjusted to allow for the historic lack of supply, and instead
market signals need to be given more weight in determining floorspace requirements. The threads of
this situation that are mention within the Employment Land Review, but the implications are not fully
recognised, particularly in relation to why the level of rent and land values on the out-of-centre business
parks might outperform other employment sectors and neighbouring districts. High prices are usually
a reflection of demand outstripping supply, where the usual response is to adjust supply to better
address demand. However, the evidence base and subsequently the Plan instead appears to continue
to apply tight green belt boundaries in preference to attempting to address historic trends created purely
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from the constraints of a planning policy that was primarily intended to protect the historic character of
the City rather than control supply.
We would suggest that more land needs to be allocated at the out-of-centre business parks if the Plan
is to reasonably support economic growth over the Plan period in accordance with the NPPF.
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MATTER 4
SPATIAL STRATEGY AND SITE SELECTION PROCESS
Spatial strategy
4.1 Is the Spatial Strategy set out in the Plan based on an appropriate and reasonable
assessment and justified by robust evidence?
The policy needs to be updated with respect to the employment and housing targets with reference to
up-to-date assessments of need. The current assessment for housing need is flawed because it does
not conform with the standard method set out in the Planning Practice Guidance. The assessment for
employment land is more than five years out of date and therefore needs to be updated to conform
with the NPPF. For these reasons, the evidence cannot be considered to be robust. Following an
update of the evidence base then we expect the Plan will be justified and found to be compliant with
planning policy and guidance.
4.3 Does Policy SS1 provide an appropriate basis for the delivery of sustainable development
and growth within the City of York?
As far as we can discern, there is no specific spatial strategy set out in the Plan. Policy SS1 lists
principles for development, but any influence on how the principles affect the location to create a spatial
strategy appears to simply direct development away from environmentally sensitive designations or
constraints to flood free accessible locations but not accessible enough to cause congestion as a result
of development. As the spatial strategy appears to simply set principles then it cannot be considered
to outline a strategy for direction development spatially and across the district. A true spatial strategy
should refer to hierarchies of settlements
Criticisms raised previously with respect to how the Plan only provides a policy framework up to 2033,
but then allocated land beyond the Plan period that is not supported by a policy framework still needs
to be addressed. It is not effective, or in the spirit of plan making, to allocate specific sites beyond the
end of a Plan period when there is no policy framework to determine whether the allocations are in the
right location or will help address as-yet-unidentified strategic objectives.
Within policy SS1 it states “Where viable and deliverable, the re-use of previously developed land will
be phased first.” This raises the question of where in the Plan is there any suggestion of development
being released on a phased basis? The latest version of the Housing Trajectory confirms that
brownfield sites will not be released in advance of greenfield sites. Furthermore, there is no suggestion
that greenfield employment sites will only be released after development of brownfield sites. This
spatial principle is therefore not justified and will not be effective in assisting with the delivery of the
Plan. It therefore needs to be deleted for the policy to be sound.
4.5 Is the proposed approach to new development and its location, as outlined by Policy SS1,
sufficiently clear within the submitted Plan and is it supported by a robust and up to date
evidence base?
Whilst we understand the thrust of what the Council is attempting to achieve, we do question the
phrasing and also whether the Plan actually follows through.
One of the principles is “Ensuring flood risk is appropriately managed.” This statement does not suggest
areas of flood risk will be avoided when determining the allocation of land. As such, the statement does
not conform with the requirements of the NPPF to direct development away from areas of flood risk or
else to satisfy the sequential or exceptions tests. Instead, the statement just makes clear that any flood
risk needs to be managed. By referring to managing flood risk, the statement does not even suggest
that management needs to be satisfactory or not lead to problems elsewhere. Consequently, the
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statement is meaningless and provides no framework for determining the location of development
beyond it being a technical consideration. Instead, we would suggest the statement “reducing flood risk
by ensuring that new development is not subject to or does not contribute to flooding” taken from policy
DP2(iii) might be more appropriate and also ensure consistency between policies.
The final spatial principle states “Where viable and deliverable, the re-use of previously developed land
will be phased first.” If the various policies are reviewed, there is only mention of phasing in relation to
the housing allocations under policy H1. The same principle of phasing has not been applied to any
other types of development. We therefore believe the spatial principle needs to be clarified to make
clear how it only intends to seek the phasing of housing development rather than development in
general.
Would, however, like to point out that Table 5.1 makes clear how the development of previously
developed sites is not being prioritised consistently in preference to greenfield sites. For example, in
respect of allocations ST35 and ST36 (irrespective of ST35 now having been deleted) both are
brownfield but have been phased for delivery in the medium to long term. There are also plenty of
greenfield sites identified for release within the first five years of the Plan alongside previously
developed sites. We are therefore unclear of the purpose of the spatial principle referring to the phasing
of previously developed land in advance of greenfield given the statement has not been carried through
into the Plan. It would be more accurate for the spatial principle to read: “Where viable and deliverable,
the re-use of previously developed land for residential development will allocated in preference to
greenfield sites,” or else: “sites will be selected for allocation in order to ensure a continuous supply of
sufficient land where the redevelopment previously developed land for residential development will be
prioritised.”
In respect of employment land, the various sites offer different opportunities, are of different scales and
will attract different end users, so it would not be appropriate to phase their delivery, especially as the
allocation of ST5 is for a very different purpose to the allocation of other employment sites. Also, not
all previously developed employment sites are currently available, including E18, E16 and ST37, which
means that it would not be appropriate to release other sites that are available until these sites were
vacated, especially as there is now no guarantee that these three allocations will even become
available within the Plan period for development.
For the Plan to be found sound, we believe the wording of the last two spatial principles need to be
updated in order to ensure they are consistent with the policies in the Plan.
Spatial distribution of development
The following questions about the spatial distribution of development and the site selection
process are strategic in nature and do not intend to relate to specific sites proposed within the
Plan. More detailed questions on specific sites will be considered during the Phase 3 hearing
sessions.
4.6 Are the (broad) locations for new development the most appropriate locations when
considered against all reasonable alternatives?
We have expressed concern previously regarding the Council’s reliance on ST5 York Central for
accommodating growth. Whilst the site is previously developed and in a sustainable location with
respect to accessing existing facilities and services, the nature of the site means viability is an issue
but also that it cannot respond to demand for employment land in particular. For this reason, it is
allocated for office use and the allocation excludes B1c, B2 and B8 uses, which are instead channelled
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to allocations on the outskirts of the urban extent of the city. We are also concerned that it is being
relied upon heavily to deliver housing growth when the viability of the site is questionable given how
funding has had to be sought to assist with the release of the site, which is now no longer available.
Previous attempts to encourage development of the site have so far failed, as it is proving to be
technically challenging and also unviable. The challenges of the site do not appear to have been fairly
represented in the Local Plan Viability Final Report (April 2018) which does not appear to reference
the reclamation costs due to the presence of contamination or the highways improvements required.
In respect of the general spatial distribution of employment sites, the location of the strategic
employment sites largely on the outskirts of the city is sensible because the occupants are often not
good neighbours to residential properties and also require access to the outlying strategic road
network. Apart from the allocation of two new settlements, the remaining allocations focus on
redevelopment opportunities or else expansion of existing business parks around the ring road and
located close to the strategic road network. To look to expand existing parks first has always to be
considered preferable to creating new business parks because of the ability to utilise existing
infrastructure and as supporting services are usually already established.
The locational requirements of businesses is also an important consideration in determining where
employment land should be located especially for B8 Uses that require convenient access to the wider
road network. The strategic road network is predominantly to be found to the west of the district with
connections north and south. However, there is also an important connection to the east coast that
radiates eastwards from the city. As such, the current locations are distributed in a way that makes the
most of the road network and its existing connections to the strategic network.
The existing business parks proposed for expansion, such as Northminster Business Park at
Poppleton, are already in sustainable locations that comply with the principles set out in SS1. By way
of example, Northminster Business Park is an established estate of predominantly B1a, B1c, B2 and
B8 Uses located to the west of the city. There are no nature conservation designations or heritage
assets nearby and the park is not subject to flood risk. The business park is located in close proximity
to the strategic network where it is accessed from the A59 that provides a direct route onto the A1 to
the west and into York city centre to the east, as well as linking with the outer ring road. Assessments
have demonstrated how expansion of the park can be accommodated within the existing road network.
The business park is also accessible via public transport because it is located adjacent to the Poppleton
Park & Ride and within walking distance of the train station at Poppleton.
There is strong demand from businesses to be located at the park, where units for let are owner
occupied or else the units for let are never vacant for long despite some of the buildings having
permission for very specific uses. We have been informed that there is a waiting list of businesses who
wish to locate to Northminster Business Park due to locational requirements, but are being prevented
by the lack of available floorspace that is currently constrained by the green belt designation.
The pent-up demand also outstrips the amount of land that has been allocated within the Plan, which
means that smaller York companies wishing to expand and businesses wanting to move into York will
not be accommodated by the extent of the allocation currently being proposed. It should be noted that
the west of York in particular is an extremely popular location for businesses because of access to the
strategic road network, which is important for B8 Uses in particular. This was one of the key reasons
why DPD Ltd pursued planning permission for a new depot last year. Their existing depot could not be
expanded to accommodate further floorspace or the parking requirements for a fleet of electric vehicles
to be used for deliveries across the City. Their new facility at Northminster was therefore necessary to
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allow their business to respond to demand created by the growth of on-line sales and also the
pandemic.
We expect that if more land is not allocated at the business park then we will have to continue to argue
very special circumstances for further development within the Plan period on land that continues to be
designated green belt in order to meet continued demand.
With regard to the broad locations for housing development, it appears that a large proportion is to be
located to the east of the city through substantial expansion and new settlements. Our main concern
is that the level of housing growth does not appear to be consistently commensurate with the
distribution of proposed employment growth. Also, the housing allocations are not located close to
existing employment opportunities, especially following the loss of the allocations at ST35 Queen
Elizabeth Barracks, which would have been accessible to Monks Cross and Clifton Moor. We therefore
believe the distribution of the residential allocations need to be reviewed in order to assess their
accessibility to employment opportunities as being an important factor rather than green belt
determining how development might be distributed.
With this in mind, there is land between New Earswick and the ring road, to the west of Haxby Road,
which offers a residential development opportunity that satisfies the principles of policy SS1. The site
reference is 184: land to the south of the A1237. The suitability of the site with reference to the Spatial
Strategy is on the basis that the land is not subject to flood risk and would not impact on any nature
conservation designations or heritage assets. The site is also accessible by public transport and would
not lead to the creation of congestion. The site also offers a natural extension to New Earswick, which
is one of the original Garden Villages and therefore of important social history to York. New Earswick
has been expanding northwards since development of the Garden Village began, whereby Hartrigg
Oaks and allocation H46 are some of the latest phases that have been developed on the outer edge
of the urban extent of York.
Each phase represents a response by Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust to the social needs of the
community, particularly in relation to responding to local affordable housing needs. If JRHT is to be
able to continue with providing social housing for the benefit of the York then more land will be required
as subsequent phases to more recent development. It should be noted that Joseph Rowntree
purposefully purchased land at New Earswick in one block, which included the land on which the
original Garden Village has been constructed, all the way out to Haxby. This was in order to deliver
development in direct response to housing needs into the future. The application of green belt policy
therefore conflicts with the social aspirations of Joseph Rowntree and his family from well before the
concept of green belt policy was even conceived.
Such considerations, which includes continuing historic patterns of development into the future, have
not been taken into consideration, as the Approach to the Green Belt Appraisal (2003) has been taken
to be an absolute constraint on development, even though green belt policy is simply meant to be a
policy tool.
We do not believe the Council has fully considered all reasonable alternatives, which we have raised
previously with respect to how the various addendums to the Green Belt Topic Papers have introduced
a change in emphasis within the evidence and consequently to the preferred option. This change I
emphasis is considered to be significant enough to represent a ‘reasonable alternative’ that should
have been assessed at the options stage of the drafting process rather than being introduced at
Examination. On this basis, we believe the Plan is not legally compliant because all the options were
not defined and assessed at the correct stage of the process.
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Site selection process
b) has the degree to which land does or does not serve the purposes of including land in the
Green Belt been an influencing factor?
We have previously expressed our concerns as to how the Council’s methodology is heavily flawed
and that through the various Addendums, prepared following submission of the Plan, the Council is
now attempting to offer wholly new evidence with a view to justifying the green belt boundaries for the
first time.
A case in point is how the process began with the Council identifying those areas that are important to
York’s historic character and setting, as illustrated by figure 3.1 in the Publication Draft version of the
Plan. Those areas found to be important to York’s historic character and setting were then used as one
of the criteria for determining ‘environmental assets protection’, as part of the site selection process,
as described in the Site Selection Paper (June 2013). The other four purposes of green belt then
appear to have been ignored. This is evident because The Approach to the Green Belt Appraisal
(February 2003) is only concerned with the historic setting of the City and does not refer to the other
four purposes of green belt. Furthermore, the City of York Green Belt Topic Paper (2018) explains
under section 4.4 how the various purposes have been considered, but there is no mention of the fifth
purpose which is “to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict
and other urban land.”
We note within the City of York Green Belt Topic Paper (2018) that under paragraph 5.9 the Council
attempt to suggest that assisting in urban regeneration is not pertinent to setting green belt boundaries.
We, however, disagree. This is because the Council is ignoring how the redevelopment of existing
developed sites within the general extent of the green belt, particularly on the edge of the urban extent,
would be encouraged if undeveloped land adjacent were to be excluded from the green belt or else
the Council simply supported the redevelopment of sites that are currently developed and located on
the edge of urban areas. Instead, new settlements are proposed and greenfield allocations have been
made rather than attempting to put to better use sites that have already been developed.
There is a site to the east of Clifton Moor and on the south side of Clifton Moor Gate, which offers an
opportunity for redevelopment as part of a larger proposal adjacent to the urban edge at Wigginton.
The former Bumper Castle public house and its car park has now been changed into a motor car sales
showroom and forecourt. The change of use of the building and the appearance of all the cars for sale
in the former pub car park is unattractive and certainly not in keeping with the rural character of the
agricultural land on the opposite side of Wigginton Road. If the land to the west of Wigginton Road and
the former public house where to be allocated, as an extension southwards of Clifton Moor then it is
likely to encourage the wholesale redevelopment of the car sales site.
The same situation exists on the roundabout with the A1237 and A59 where there is a garden nursery
opposite allocation E16. The site is already covered by structures and residential development fronts
the site. Redevelopment would therefore offer an opportunity for better use of the site that would also
remove the need to allocate open greenfield land elsewhere.
There are other situations we are aware of where sites in a margin use remain within the green belt
even though their redevelopment would actively encourage enhancements to the appearance of the
site and also uses that would generate more economic benefit for the district. Maintaining such sites in
the green belt will not, however, encourage regeneration within the existing extent of York or assist
with bringing forward previously developed allocations because of different markets and catchment
areas.
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This brings us back to a point we have previously raised, which is that Government guidance
documents and legislation on the drafting of local plans make it clear that the Government expects
local plans to be drafted on the basis of an evidence base that sets out the justification for policies
within the plan. On this basis, it would be reasonable to have expected the Council to have formulated
the methodology and consulted upon the evidence behind the identification of the inner and outer
boundaries in the same level of detail now found within the Addendums prior to the Regulation 19
consultation. Instead, the Council is relying on Addendums to a Topic Paper to form the evidence as
to how decisions were reached concerning the boundaries.
Our concern is that the Topic Paper is supposed to be a summary of the journey in the policy
formulation and the means by which the Council can explain how the evidence influenced the policies
in the Plan. In this instance, it appears the Council has instead used the first Addendum to the Topic
Paper to set out the methodology for the first time and is now attempting to revise the methodology
and introduce changes to the results of the assessment through the current Addendums. This is evident
because a number of Proposed Modifications are now tabled whereby changes to the methodology
and a review of the assessment requires the Green Belt boundary to be updated.
Our understanding of the meaning of an ‘Addendum’ is that it is usually an item to be added to a
document to correct an error or for clarification, but in this instance the first addendum extends to 89
pages with six appendices attached and the second addendum is 11 pages long with seven
appendices. Clearly, the addendums go beyond simply clarifying a point or correcting an error.
Additionally, many of the matters raised represent wholly new evidence rather than corrections or
points of clarity.
Furthermore, the Council sets out how the emphasis of the assessment has been altered in the latest
Addendum so as to remove emphasis on the various ‘shapers’ and instead focus on ‘purpose four’. As
such the Addendums raise new evidence at an extremely late stage in the process that is fundamental
to the Council’s ability to make decisions concerning Green Belt boundaries. Also, the change in
emphasis is considered to represent a ‘reasonable alternative’ that should have been assessed at the
options stage of the drafting process. Since when has it been acceptable for the Council to decide to
change the emphasis of an assessment, which in effect represents altering the preferred option on
which the Plan is based during examination?
Quite simply, the proposed modifications to the boundaries should not need to be introduced at such
a late stage in the process, as the work should have been completed before the Plan was finalised and
submitted for Examination. The Plan is simply unsound due to the shortcomings of the evidence base.
The Plan is also not legally compliant as all the options were not defined and assessed at the correct
stage of the process.
We therefore believe the evidence now presented through the Addendum is pertinent to decisions that
were made at previous stages of the Plan process. Given that the latest Addendum changes the
emphasis of the assessment and has resulted in Proposed Modifications then the Plan, as submitted,
cannot be considered to have been drafted on the necessary evidence required for the Plan to be
effective or justified. The implications of the Addendum are significant, especially as Green Belt policy
is of national significance, so we are most concerned at the Council’s less than attentive approach to
date.
In short, events to date are not sound and not in the spirit of the process, never mind the actual
requirements of the process that are set out clearly in legislation, national policy and guidance. How
can retrospectively attempting to amend the methodology on which the boundaries have been drawn
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be considered to be sound? This point is pertinent because the Council first chose to mention ‘shapers’
and has now removed reference to some, which means the subsequent assessment that impacts on
the drafting of the boundaries has altered (please refer to paragraph 2.14 of EX/CYC/59). We believe
the Council needs to take ownership of the heavily flawed process rather than attempting to hold on to
the last few bare threads.
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MATTER 5
HOUSING LAND SUPPLY
The housing land supply overall
5.1 Does Policy SS1, and the Plan as a whole, provide an appropriate policy framework for the
delivery of housing over the Plan period? If not, how is this to be addressed?
Given how the housing target has been set too low (particularly in light of the standard method) and
the green belt boundaries have been set too tight (with no provision of safeguarded land) then we
believe the Plan as a whole fails to provide an appropriate framework for the delivery of housing over
the Plan period and (just as importantly) beyond the Plan period.
5.5 Are the suggested rates of planned housing development realistic and achievable when
considered in the context of the past completion rates? What actions are being taken to
accelerate housing delivery? Where is the evidence to support the approach adopted?
We wish to bring to the attention of the Inspectors that Directions Planning Consultancy has submitted
an application concerning allocation H46 under reference 20/02495/FULM. The application is currently
expected to be presented to Planning Committee in April with a recommendation for approval. The
ownership of all 117 houses is to be retained by my client and offered for either social rent or shared
ownership. Consequently, the dwellings will not contribute to the supply of general market housing.
Please note that the application is for 117 dwellings rather than 104 as suggested under allocation
H46. In terms of delivery, my client has suggested “I would anticipate based on a start on site in early
2023 that we will achieve a relatively small number in year 1 15-20 units followed by 35 in year2 40 in
year 3 and remaining 22 units in year4 to arrive at 117 homes.” The delivery rate quoted in the trajectory
therefore needs to be updated because it does not reflect the current situation.
Five-year housing land supply
5.10 Does the five-year housing land supply position, as set out in the updated Housing
Trajectory 2021 [EX/CYC/69], present the most up-to-date position? Is it consistent with all other
remaining up-to-date housing evidence? If not, how is this to be addressed?
We have already mentioned how the Trajectory needs to be updated with reference to allocation H46.
The Trajectory should also be updated to take account of the standard method for the OAHN, which
requires the annual target to be substantially increased. Additional site will then need to be allocated
to make up the expected shortfall resulting from the housing need assessment conforming with the
PPG.
5.12 Overall, is there a supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide five years’ worth
of housing, with an appropriate buffer (moved forward from later in the Plan) to ensure choice
and competition in the market for land?
We would like to mention how most of the sites are already owned or under option by developers. The
allocations therefore will not offer any real choice or competition in the market for land. More land
therefore needs to be allocated to create more choice within the market.
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MATTER 7
APPROACH TO SETTING GREEN BELT BOUNDARIES
The questions concerning Green Belt are aimed at the strategic level. Later questions during
the Phase 3 hearings will address issues in relation to specific parts of the boundaries
proposed, including those around development sites. In responding to the following questions,
consideration should be in the context of the Council’s submitted evidence to date, including
its Topic Paper 1 relating to the Green Belt [CD021], its subsequent Addenda to Topic Paper 1
[EX/CYC/18;
EX/CYC/18a-f; EX/CYC/50 and EX/CYC/50a-d and EX/CYC/59 and EX/CYC/59a-g]; and the
modifications proposed by the Council, to the submitted Plan resulting from these documents
set out in the Examination Document Library.
7.1 This Local Plan will formally define the boundaries of the York Green Belt for the first time.
The Council’s approach to defining the Green Belt boundaries now proposed is set out in ‘Topic
Paper TP1 – Approach to Defining York’s Green Belt: Addendum’ (January 2021) [EX/CYC/59].
In the light for the evidence, in setting the proposed Green Belt boundaries:
d) how has the need to promote sustainable patterns of development been taken into
account?
This is where the lack of safeguarded land comes into play and how the Council is attempting to allocate
land beyond the Plan period where no strategy is in place to determine whether the allocated sites are
in the right place or of the necessary scale to meet development needs. The whole purpose of
safeguarded land is to allow for future decisions in respect of the distribution and quantity of
development to be made once the strategy has been determined. We would therefore suggest that by
allocating land beyond the end of the Plan period is counter-productive to promoting sustainable
patterns of development.
f) how do the proposed Green Belt boundaries ensure consistency with the Local Plan
strategy for meeting identified requirements for sustainable development?
We have set out in previous representations and statements how the green belt boundaries will not
endure beyond the Plan period due to how tightly they have been drawn around existing development.
We have also set out how safeguarded land should be identified where land does not need to be kept
permanently open rather than allocating five years of additional land beyond the Plan period.
Within this Statement, we have set out how the Plan does not allocate sufficient land for development
given that market signals clearly communicate the need for more employment land and that the housing
need assessment does not comply with the standard methodology.
Consequently, the green belt boundaries are too tightly drawn to allow for the allocation of sufficient
land to satisfy development requirements during and beyond the Plan period. On this basis the green
belt boundaries are not consistent with the strategy set out in the Plan because the boundaries apply
constraint that exceeds the level required to prevent urban sprawl.
For the Plan to be found sound, we believe that more land needs to be allocated and that green belt
boundaries should be drawn to endure beyond the Plan period.
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7.2 As a matter of principle, do the proposed Green Belt boundaries include any land which it
is unnecessary to keep permanently open?
Winding the clock back to 2013, the Council prepared a ‘Site Selection Paper’ (June 2013) in which
figure 4 identified those areas that are considered key to protecting the historic character and setting
of York. As protecting the historic setting is the primary purpose for York’s green belt then these could
be considered to be the areas that need to be kept permanently open. If then coupled with the main
objective of green belt policy preventing urban sprawl then it would be expected for the designation to
encircle the City. Given that the NPPF sets out the means by which to define boundaries using
recognisable and permanent features, the ring road would appear to be a sensible and defensible
boundary to prevent urban sprawl into the wider countryside. This would be in the spirit of the Key
Diagram included within the Yorkshire and Humber Local Plan, which quite clearly suggests the green
belt should encircle the City, although it does not stipulate whether the boundary should be within or
outside of the ring road. Instead, YH9C makes clear the boundary should be set so that it might endure
beyond the Plan period.
On this basis, there are pockets of land that are not considered to be important to the historic setting
of the City within the ring road that could be excluded from the Green Belt without leading to widespread
urban sprawl into the countryside beyond in the long term. There are also previously developed sites
on the edge of the urban area where exclusion from the green belt would allow for their redevelopment
for more productive economic uses.
Equally, the existing villages and a number of strategic sites within the general extent are located
outside of the area identified as being important to protecting the historic setting of the City and would
not lead to the coalescence of settlements. Such settlements and strategic sites also do not need to
be kept permanently open and offer the opportunity for long term growth without undermining the
objectives of green belt policy.
Furthermore, the Council has previously identified safeguarded land, which was deemed unnecessary
to keep permanently open, as it would not harm the purposes of green belt policy.
Consequently, we believe there are a wide range of sites across the district that do not need to be kept
permanently open, but at this time have been included within the general extent of the green belt.
7.3 Overall, is the approach to setting Green Belt boundaries clear, justified and effective and
is it consistent with national policy?
Following the various Addendums, there is now a methodology that can be referenced. We do not
however believe it is still consistent with national policy and neither will it prove to be effective. This is
because it does not take into account all five purposes of the green belt and has resulted in land being
included in the general extent that does not need to be kept permanently open.
Furthermore, the Plan still does not allow for the safeguarding of land to enable green belt boundaries
to endure. We believe this is a serious omission which will require boundaries to be reviewed within
the next iteration of the Plan. Seeing how City of York has not had an adopted Local Plan in place for
68 years then we do not hold out hope that the Council will be able to maintain a sufficient supply of
land going forward due to the short-term perspective being taken with respect to the setting of green
belt boundaries. On this basis, the Plan is not effective or consistent with national policy.
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APPENDIX 1
NORTHMINSTER BUSINESS PARK
ALTERNATIVE SITE ASSESSMENT
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